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A bstract -: Th is paper is concerned with enhancing huma n
computer interaction and communication in concurrent streams of
auditory display. Auditory display or auditory graphing is the
sonic representation of numerical data (the auditory equivalent of
visualization). It provides an additional channel for infor mation rep
rcscntation, in which a participant 's response may be more intu itive
and immediate than (visual) graphical display. but auditory graph
design requires understanding and multi-disciplinary investigatio n of
listening due to instantaneous characteristics of sound. OUf aims
are to explore (I ) the impact of spatial separation for a divided
atLention task and (2) the efficiency of timbre (tone color) to assist
pitch contour identification. Ou r findings abo ut timbral and spatial
discrimination are scalable and useful for auditory display in a
wide variety of contexts . The results provide empirica l evidence for
a furthe r investigat ion of spatiali zation and timbre and contribute
to applications within an auditory display context for real-world
scenarios (e.g. socia l, statistical and other datasets likely to be
encountered in the wor kplace ) .
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I . I NTRODUCTI ON

A. Background

SONIFICATION delivers information through non-speech
sound III . Due to its intuitive connection with symbolic

meanings, sound has been used extensively as a means for
Human Computer Interaction (HCI) , where it can provide
rapid comprehension of the processing status, alarms or
warnings related to a system. With the remarkable growth of
digitization in our socie ty, auditory display meets the needs
of extending computational methods for communicating and
analyzing data , where sound is able to furnish immediate
feedback on our ac tions.

Auditory graphs or son ification are broadly defined as a
means to display quantitative data (e.g. scientific data or
real-time financial data) [21. In a time-series application, the
y-axis of auditory graphs are composed by pitches mapping
from the numerical data values of graphical lines and the
x-axis corresponds to the movement of the pitch over time.
Visualization of complex data normally has dense overlapped
graphical lines or clusters. The lise of sonification to display
these quantitative data has the potential to relieve visual
over load. However, the principles for auditory graphing arc
not as well documented as for visual graphing and designing a
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good auditory graph requires effective methods of representing
data variables (mapping). When working with multi -variate
quantitative data , difficulties arise because of (a) the interaction
of auditory parame ters (e.g. pitch , loud ness and rhythm) that
can influence one anot her when severa l auditory parameters
arc used to represent data variables, (b) interference of audio
streams (i.e . masking) when simultaneous audito ry streams arc
applied to represent different data dimensions. and (c) multi
tasks (c.g. divided altention) when mult iple auditory stream
patterns require simultaneous deciphering or recognition .

B. Multi-dimensional auditory streams display

Concurrent presentation increases information display di
mensions and allows parallel processing [3 11 41[5 1. Depending
on the numbers of auditory streams being recog nized . the tasks
are com partmentalized into divided and selective attention. In
divided attention situations, both of the concurrent signals need
to be identi fied; in selective attention situations, only a single
important audio stream needs to be extracted from competing
auditory messages 16 ][71181. The known princi ples of listeners '
ability to separate individual strand s of meanings from sound
mixture and grouping overa ll meanings are incorporated in the
perceptual framework of Auditory Scene Analysis (ASA) 191.

The ultimate goal of souification des ign is to display various
types of information clearly and unambiguously. Representing
multi-dimens ional data through auditory display is extremely
challenging because com plexity arises with mult iple audio
streams, in which audio streams reach to our cars as a
mixture . It is easy to cause confusion and blending of auditory
streams. Thus mapping strategies have to meet both the
requirements of "informativeness" (of quant itative data) and
"simplicity/cla rity" (for the listener).

C. Aim

This study aims to exam ine the design choices for
percep tually promot ing auditory grouping ability in auditory
graphing and to contribute to the body of empirical evidence .
We discuss the potential benefits of spatial separation and
timbre (tone color) on concurrent stream representation and
provide results in a task of pitch contour recog nition in order
to improve sa nification design strategies.

Spatialization and timbre are the two salient auditory
attributes facilitating a better comprehension of sonification
when simultaneous audio streams arc delivered . While
di rectional cues provide obv ious interpretable structure for
auditory display, timbre provides semantic expression by
highlighting identity of auditory stream. In this paper , the
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